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GROUP PURSUIT UNDER BOUNDED EVADER COORDINATES* 

A.A. CHIKRII 

Effective methods are proposed for solving the group pursuit problemwithconstraints 
on the evader's state. The paper is closely related to the investigations in /I- 
4/ (**I and is a development of the results in /5/ in the case of arbitrary linear 
equations of motion of the evader. 

1. Given the differential game 

21 ' ==dg, -+- cp1 (Uig v), zf E Eni, UI CZ Uf, v E V, iE Km={l, . . ., m} (1.1) 

where En{ is a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, dr are square matrices of order nt, Us, V 
are nonempty compacta, the functions Cpi(Ut, v) are continuous along variables collection. The 
terminal set JMconsists of sets Mi*, iEN,, of form 1Mt* = Mt"+iWi, where MI" are linear 
subspaces of En', whilefit are closed convex sets from the oxthogonal complements Li to M,O 
in space En”, and for i 6ZIv,,,\AJk, k< m, MI ={a,), a/ is some vector from _&. Game (1.1) 
is considered ended if for some t>O we have q (t)E Mi* for at least one is 

We say that the differential game (I.11 can be ended from a prescribed positionz'= (zr*, 
11 . ., zmo) no later than by the time T = T (go) if measurable functions ~~ (t) = ui (ztor U (t))E Ui, 
t =[(I, Tj,exist such that the solutions of the equations 

21 ' = df.si + mt (ut (t), u Mf, 21 0% = zi3 i EJ~, 

for some i I i(n(.)), hit onto set&Ii no later than at the instant t = T for any measurable 
functions v(a)= {n(t): v(t)E Jf,t~[O,Tff. Here the pursuers can use not only the instantane- 
ous values of the evader's control but also the entire previous history v(s), sE [O, tl. 

2. Let zi be the operator of orthogonal projection from I? onto a subspace &. Con- 
sider the many-valued mappings 

Qtt f& n) = % exp W*) m't Wf, 82 (t) VI* 

CD, (4 = f”f” @I 6, VI, i Ez Nk, t 230 

where exp @At) is the fundamental matrix of the system q' =Aizi, and q(t) are certain meas- 
urable functions taking values from the interval /O,l/. Let measurable functions si(t),iE 

Nk, and a number T,>O, ej (t)E lo, 11,tE [O,TJ, exist such that the following conditions are 
fulfilled. 

Condition 1. The sets cDt(t) are nonempty for all i E Nk, T, 2 t 2 0. We set 

cpt* (t, Gfr u) = Pt @f, v) - cpf @is et w vf 

Condition 2. The sets 

are nonempty for all if~Nk, T,> t> 0 (f is the operation of geometric subtraction of sets 
/6/j. 

Having fixed certain measurable selectors rpf(t)EQ)t (t), we set 

*) Pr~~.Mat~.Nekh~.,46,No.6,pp.3~-913,1982 
**) Also see: Chentsov A.G.., On certain aspects of the structure of differential encounter- 
evasion games. Sverdlovsk, 1979, Deposited in VINITI, No.20580,1980. 
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and denote 

I 
mar(a>O: {@f(t-qv)-rpg(t-T)) n 

af (6 'c, 21, u)= (a(Wi (4 -b 6 5))l f 01, Ei (4 GE~I (4 

t-5 El 6 4 E w (4 
iENk, T,),t>z>O, vEV 

(2.1) 

Lemma 1. Let Conditions 1 and 2 be fulfilled, the mappings 'pi (ut, et(t)v) be convex- 
valued, m*(t) be a measurable selector of mapping Co,(t), VE V. Then, if Et (6 21) c WI (t), 

at (t, z, zf, v) = inf (CD~~~~,~~(-PP)+(P~ WF--Z))l9 
psqv. Lib 

To>t>,z>O, iENk 

where Pt (4 zt) = (p E Lt:- Cw,ct) (~4 -I- 0. &t (t, 4) = 11, 
functions of the corresponding sets. 

and Ca,(t,d @), Cw,(t) (P) are the support 

Proof. From Condition 1 follows the inclusion 

0 E 0,i (t -TV V) - Cpr (t -T) 

for all veV,To>t>r>o, which is equivalent to the inequality 

GDi (1-r. tl) (- P) + (P II % 0 - TN >, 0 VP = L( (2.3) 

From the property of the geometric subtraction operation it follows that the mapping Wi V) 
is convex-valued /6/. The emptiness of the intersection in expression (2.1) is equivalent 
to the inequality /7/ 

C Qi(t_r,v)( - p) + (P, 'pi (t - r)) >a KP* E,k q) - %((,, Cd) VP = 4 

When (P.&~i(t,.i))-Cwi(‘)@)(O the last inequality is fulfilled for any nonnegative CL since (2.3) 
holds. If, however, (~,b(t,y))- Cw,(t) (p) >O, then, having set @* Ei (k 2)) - Cw,(t) W = 1, we obtain 

Cayt-T, c) (- P) + (P. ‘pi (t-q >, a 

Hence follows formula (2.2). The following condition is assumed fulfilled for iEN,\Nt 

Condition 3. The sets nt sxp (t.4,) '~1 (ut, v), iEN, \ Nk , consist of unique points 
'pi (t, v) for fixed t,v,To>t>O,vEV. For iEN,\Nk we set 

Et (4 zi) = xt sxP (tAi) af (2.4) 

Cti (t, T, 2tr V) = 
1 

a: u(st - Ei (f. 5)) = ‘PI 0 -T, 14, at #& (t, 3) 
II cpdt - ‘cl VIII + t-l, q = Et (t, 21) 

T,)t>z>O, vEV 

We denote 

h. (t. 2) = 1 - i$ fuy j a, (t, z, 21, v(z)) dr 

T(z)=(t>O: h(t,;=O) 

where v(e) is a function measurable on the interval IO, tl taking values from set V. 

Theorem 1. Let Conditions l-3 be fulfilled for differential game (1.1) andlet T(z”) 
6 To.~hen from a prescribed initial position z” it can be ended no later than by timeT(z"). 

Proof. Let v (T), v (7) E V, 7 E 10, Tl, T = T (2") b e some measurable function. We set 

Since h(T, O,s', v(e)) =I , while for iEN,\Nn.at + &t (t, 21’) the function al (t,‘C,Zf’,v) depends 
continuously on t, we have that la (T, t, 2’, u (.))depends continuously on t and from the defini- 
tion of function 
v (.)) = 0. 

h(t, 2) it follows that an instant t,, 0 <t* < T, exists such that h (T, t,, 

Let us indicate a method for choosing the controls for iENk. 
Then for OQ%< t* we choose the control a1 (T)E UI and the function 

Let &i (T, 2,") G WI (T). 
x, (r)E W, (T) from 

the equation 
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%I exp UT - 5) AI) ‘Pt (UI (7)~ Et (T - z) V(T)) - Cpt (T - T) = (2.5) 

--at (T, 5 %O, ZJ @))f% fi) - Ei (T, zt*>> 

The function mj (T, 'C,sj? V(T))is measurable in z; therefore, on the strength of the Filippov- 
Castaing theorem f8/, the solvability of Eq.(2.5) in the class of measurable functions uj(r), 
X,(r), o< Z <& follows from Conditions 1 and 2. For t*<*< T we set u~(T,~,z~",v)~O 

and we choose the control ui('c) from the resulting Eq.(2.5). If 
set %~(x)c) fj(T, rj')and we choose the control 

EI (T, 2:) E WS (T) then we 
~bj (7) from Eq.(2.5) with a zero right-hand side. 

The representation 

(2.6) 

follows from the Cauchy formula. If ~(T,t,,z”,v(.))=O, then a number 1 exists such that one 
of the following equalities is fulfilled: 

j* 
(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Let jENk. Then, by adding and subtracting the quantities 

j 

T 

nj ~xP((T-QAA ~pr(ul@), q(T- r)v@))d~ S ~(T-r)dr 
0 0 

frcnn both sides of equality (2.6) with i=j,t= T, as well as taking into account the con- 
trol selection law, we.obtain 

np,(~=~~(T,110)(i-iu)fT,-(~b,v(2))d~)+ 

j4(T,~,I;.uh))~*(~)dr+ 

f SPP ((T-@~)PP(T-T~ st@)t v(r)) & 
0 

Hence with due regard to formulas (2.5), (2.7), to the convex-valuednass of mapping W,(T)and 
to the property of the geometric subtraction operation, we obtain n,z,(T)E I&,. Let JE 
N,\h Let us consider the case when q# E, (t*, zi). By virtue of equality (2.8) and 
Condition 3, from (2.4) we have 

Q- &(t,, zi")- $M,-I, r(r))d'~.=O 

or a, = npj(t*). If al = 6j (t*, ZIQ) I then from equality (2.8) we obtain 

j, j. 

s lln(~--r* v(r))llj+r== 0 or S m~(t,-rz,V(r))dz=O 
0 0 

Hence with due regard to the initial assumption and to formula (2.6) we obtain 4, =-zz&(It& 

3. We fix certain measurable selectors xj ft) of the many-valued mappings Wt(t), iE4, tE 
10, T,l and we set 

qi (f, 21) = et (t, 21) - xi 0) 
We denote 

max@>O: -@k(t, zi)EU$(t-r,v)- 

Bi (h TI q, v) = cPctt--a, rllV, ai)#O 
t-1, r), (6 zi) = 0 

tsNk, T,>t>q>O, vfz-v 
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Lemma 2. Let Conditions 1 and 2 be fulfilled, the mappings mi(Ut, et(t)@ be convex- 
valued, vi(t) and x;(t) be measurable selectors of mappings or(t) and IV,(t), respectively. 
Then, if rlt (t, zi) Z 0, then 

pi (t, T, q, v) = id 
*Li 

I COi(k, 0) (- P) + (P, cpi (t - 0 * 

(P, rl,v, q=l 

iENk, T,>t>z>O, UEV 

The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 1. 
For iEN,\ Nk we set Et(t, ai) = tlf (6 Zf), Of (& t, 21, u) = ccl (t, T, 21, v). We denote 

t 

p (t, z)= 1 - infmax \Bi(t, 7. zt, v(~))d~ 
o(.)i=N*cl 

8 (2) = {t> 0: p (t, 2) = 0) 

Theorem 2. Let Conditions l-3 be fulfilled for the differential game (1.1) and let 
e(z")< T,. Then from a prescribed initial position z" it can be ended no later than by time 
8 (2'). 

The proof is carried out by the scheme used to prove Theorem 1. 

4. Let ot(t,r),t E Nk,t>zc)O , be certain numerical functions. We consider the many- 
valued mappings 

Ft (t, z, u,, 4 = @r (t - 7, v) - 01 (6 7) wi (t) 
F,(t, T)=Eflv&(t, T, us, V), t>T>o, t=Nk 

Let measurable functions el(t)E [Cl, I], measurable nonnegative functions ol(t, T) and a number 
To, iENk, To> t> T>O, exist so as to fulfil the following condition: 

Condition 4. The sets F,(t,z) are nonempty for all iENk, To> t> ~20. 
We fix certain measurable selectors ft(t, T) of mappings Pt (t, %)and we set 

1 

We denote 

i 

max(y>O: -&(6 5) EF,O, r* v,, v) -MkT)) 

yt(t, r, zi, v)= 61 (k 21) #O 

t-1, 6f(& q)=O 

iENk, T,>t>q>O, vEV 

Lemma 3. Let Conditions 2 and 4 be fulfilled, mappings cpf (V,,el(t)v) be convex-valued, 
ft(t, %)be a measurable selector of mappingF1 (t, 7). Then, if Ei(t, Zi)#O, then 

Y{(& 'c, a(, n) = inf_ lC0,t-,.,(- P) + (Pt fl (t, z)) + 

(P. &C’* q-1 

@,(t,r)Cwp,(-P)] t‘=N,, To>t>z>O, VEv 

The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 1. 
For i EN, \Nk we set 61 (t, Et) 3 61 (t, ai), VI (tt 79 20 V) G at (t, ‘T ai, v). We denote 

Theorem 3. Let 
T = r (2”) < T, and 

v (t, 2) = 1 - iMnf m& y< (t, 7, zi, v (TN dr 

r (2) = {t > 0: v (t, z) = 0) 

Conditions 2-4 be fulfilled for the differential game (2.1) and let 
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Then from a prescribed initial position 2" it can be ended no later than by time r(z'). 
The proof is based on the ideas used to prove Theorem 1. 

5. Let k = m= 1. In all notation we omit the indices and we set e(t)=i. Let us 
establish the connection between the pursuit plans presented in Sects. 2-4 and Pontriaqin's 
first direct method /6/. 

Corollary 1. Let Condition 1 be fulfilled. Then in order that 

ne=p(tA)aEM-_S~(L--r)dr 
0 

it is necessary and 
that & (t, 2) E M. 

From Corollary 

Corollary 2. 

it is necessary and 
mE M exist such 

Corollary 3. 

it is necessary and sufficient that a measurable selector f (t, '6) E F (t, 'F), 'FE [O, tl, exist such 

sufficient that a measurable selector q(r)= Q(r), r&O, t], exist such 

1 it follows, in particular, that 

T (I) < n (2) 

rI(z)={t>O: xezp(tA)aEM-_S~(f--r)rn} 
0 

Let Condition 1 be fulfilled. Then in order that 

{nsltp(tA)z+S~(I--r)dr}"MS;O 
0 

sufficient that a measurable selector cp(z)~O(z), z~ IO, tl and a vector 
that q (t, z) = 0. 

Let Condition 4 be fulfilled. Then in order that 
t 

--nexp(tA)2Ep(t, z)dz 
0 

(5.1) 

that {(t, 2) = 0. If furthermore 

then the pursuit can be ended in time t = t(z) prescribed by inclusion (5.1) from the initial 
position 2. 

The proofs of Corollaries l- 3 follow from the constructions in Sects.2-4. Thus, the 
plans in Sects.2 and 3 can, in particular, coincide withpontriagin's first direct method,while 
the plan in Sect.4 leads to a certain modification of it. 

6. Let us consider the problem of pursuing an evader byagroup of controlled objects, 
in the situation when the evader cannot leave the confines of some open convex set, and let 
us show that it is a special case of differential game (1.1). The motions of the pursuers and 
the evader have the form 

2,' = Ciri + uit ui E U‘, xi E Eq, i E Nk (6.1) 

Y ’ = By + v, VE V, yEE’ 

where certain coordinates of the evader are constrained: 

G = {I/: (pi, y) <Ii, II PJ II = 1, i E Nm \ Ntl (6.21 

The sets M**, iENr, are prescribed just as in game (l.l), in the spaces ,Y"i = E’i x 6. The 

pg;i process is considered ended if at least one of the pursuers catches the evader ((21, y} 
i for some i ENS) or if the evader is forced to violate the constraints ((pi, I/)= 1, 

for some i EN, \ NI.). We set . .., 

iEN, 

~1 = y, At = B, (pt (Ui, V) = V 

Mto = {zi: (pi, zi) = Oh at = la, i E N, \ Nr 

Bythesametoken thegrouppursuitproblem (6.l)withconstraints (6.2)is reducedtoaconstraintfree 
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problem of form (1.1). Such a reduction was used in /.5/i an analogous method was applied earl- 
ier in ./9/ for an escape pxobsblem. The very rigid Condition 2 was present in /S/, reducing the 
analysis essentially to a simple motion of the evader. Condition 3, replacing it, is fulfil- 
led automatically. 

7. Example 1. The pursuers and the evader move in accord with the equations 
Zi' a UZi + !.&i, fl tli 11 d 19 1 CS iVh.r .Zi E E’ 

II’ = oy + v, u tr II < 1, II E J3’ 

The set Mi* consists of points {z;,r), such that lIzi-Y]Ij<%. The constraints on the evader's 
coordinates are 

S = f.F E S*: bir Y) < k, pi E I’S lipi it ii iv i E Nm \ N&j 

We consider various cases. 
lo. (1< O,E~ >O, 1 s Nk. We apply the plan in Sect.2. Condition 1 is Eulfilledwith&((t)Gi. 

Having set ei(t)~O, we obtain 

&i (t, zi) -t ~XP (at) zit 1 E Nr 

Since s<O, at the instant 
rg* = &*fa {et- #gi,Jjl_If 

we have L(L,zi) E Mi* . This goal is reached with the aid of the control w(t) = ~(t),~~[O,ti*j~ 
Here the time ti* coincides with the Pontriagin time by virtue of Corollary 1. Thus, each of 
the pursuers independently catch the evader in finite time from any initial positions, even 
without constsaints (6.2). 

2O. n<O, ai= O, i EN&a From the method of invariant subspaces /LO/ it follows that the 
evader can avoid capture in the case of one pursuer and without constraints. 3y virtue of 
Lemma I we have 

Let the phase constraints be a polyhedral cone fk=O, ~EN~\N~)_ We denote 

Then the condition a(zO)>O is sufficient for completing the group pursuit, and the pursuit 
time is bounded by the quantity 

and the pursuers' controls are 

U$ (t) a U (t) -a& (Zi'* V (T)) tiav f CS N&B z E K@* T Wl 

3O. a>&&-O,lEh'k,li= O,i~ff~\Nk. A Sufficient Condition for completion of pursuit 
is the condition aM>o, and the pursuit time is bounded by quantity (7.1). 

The case of simple motion (B=O) was analyzed in IS/. 

EXsIIIpk? 2. (Pontriagin's check example with equal coefficients of friction). The mo- 
tions of the pursuers and the evader are described by the equations 

~ti' a zxi, zsi' * 0x81 Jr ai* tnt zai E S*, I 3 2, II L(I U 6 1, 1~3 h’s 
h’ - Y,, h’ = wsfv, Y&9 vr = g** 11vn< 1" a<0 

The set Mf consists of pairs (+dr~l}r such that z,i- ~1. The constraints on the evader's geo- 
metric coordinates (ntlf are of form (6.2). We set 

%i za S$i - g, &ti c6 Zag - .?JI f S Ntr “ii - Vitr, *gi =a Yr, E CS Na \ N& 

We apply the plan in Sect.L, Condition S is fulfilled with ~(t)zi,I~Nk * Here gi (i) s 0, 
and 

Ei (tt pa)- Ino + Q (t) 'ai'* I a Nm 

s, {t) = a-1 {I --eXP i-4) /ll/. On the strength of Lemma 1 

e+(t,~, zio, n) = Q (t - 7) a$ f& (t. s'>. V)* & (t, Q*)i")i 0, f = Sk 
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We denote 

Condition a(~')>0 is sufficient for group pursuit completion. The pursuers' controls have 
the form indicated in /3/ (Example 3). 

Examples 1 and 2 are solutions of problems of the type "cornered rat", "deadline game", 
"lion and man" /12/ in the formulation given. 
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